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ABSTRACT: Electro-, magneto-, and other rheological effects can be used to externally control fluid viscosity. However, they are largely

reversible and in addition subject to colloidal settling, electrostatic breakdown, or high cost. In the experiments described here the

dependence of the viscosity of a polymer solution under pulsed laser photocrosslinking as a function of radiation dose is determined

using the Brownian motion of colloidal polystyrene tracers that were optically confined to a one dimensional channel. The system

studied was a transparent aqueous solution of poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate together with a 1-hydroxycyclohexyl phenyl ketone

photoinitiator. An increase in the viscosity of the solution with the laser fluence was observed. The growth was exponential, stable

between pulses, and spanned nearly three orders of magnitude. VC 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2014, 131, 40690.
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INTRODUCTION

The manipulation of rheological properties is an important

aspect of the study of complex fluids. Effects studied include

compositional changes, shear (as in jamming1 and non-

Newtonian fluids2,3), electrorheological,4,5 magnetorheological,6

and thermorheological7 responses. Some applications call for

remotely controlled, stable increases in viscosity. Microrheology

has been shown to be an effective tool for monitoring abrupt

gellation in photopolymerizing monomers.8 Here, we describe

the stable thickening of a polymer solution under successive

doses of ultraviolet light as it is monitored through the Brown-

ian motion of microscopic polystyrene tracer beads.

The optical manipulation of the mechanical properties of poly-

mers is a useful, established means of fabrication. Photopolyme-

rization and crosslinking can be used to print 3D structures9

and as a negative resist in 2D lithography.10 They are also used

for in-place moldable repairs, for example in dentistry.11,12

Investigations of the crosslinking process itself are important for

developing higher contrast, more sensitive photopolymers.13

Examples of existing tools to measure the propagation of radi-

cals produced by a pulsed laser in a polymer solution include

size-exclusion chromatography14,15 and electron paramagnetic

resonance.16

Here, we report in situ measurements of the combined local vis-

cosity of a polymer solution as hydrogel formation17 is in pro-

gress by monitoring the diffusion of dielectric colloidal tracers

in the solution. Poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDMA)

was chosen as the base unit in this experiment due to its hydro-

philic nature, transparency, and ability to photocrosslink using

UV light and an appropriate photoinitiator.18,19 The PEGDMA/

water ratio used in this experiment was designed to be transpar-

ent, allowing the tracers to be tracked with a microscope

as photocrosslinking doses were applied. The mean square dis-

placement of the tracers after a time t (1/30 second in the

present case),

hx2i52Dt (1)

was used to determine the one-dimensional diffusion con-

stant, D.

Under some circumstances the presence of Brownian motion can

complicate the imaging and assembly of structures from colloidal

particles. Typically, this is resolved with confocal microscopy20,21;

however, this is a slow process if multiple particles are to be

tracked. In this study, Brownian motion was restricted to one

dimension by creating a two dimensional optical trap22–24 within

the solution. The trap confined the particles to the imaging region

while leaving the solution itself undisturbed. This type of trap has
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facilitated studies of one dimensional electromagnetic25 and

hydrodynamic26 properties. It has also allowed for the experimen-

tal investigation of single file diffusion.27–29 In this experiment,

the trap allowed us to measure particle motion in the plane

imaged by the microscope.

In our trap, one direction of confinement arises from radiation

pressure, which pushes the particles against the far wall of the

container. Hydrodynamic interactions with the wall can intro-

duce small systematic errors.30 In the most confined geometry

previously reported,30 viscosity measurements deviated from the

bulk value by a factor of one third. We use a relatively thick cell

relative to our tracer size to reduce this error. Wall effects in an

optical trap are less significant than those found in fully

enclosed microfluidic trap.31 The second trapping dimension

arises from the steep intensity gradient associated with the

interference between two incoming coherent laser beams. The

beams enter symmetrically about the axis of a focusing lens and

subsequently form an in-plane standing wave at the container

wall, as we describe below. Particles were trapped in the bright

constructive interference maxima. The steepness of the potential

was controlled by the fringe spacing as well as the intensities

and relative coherence of the two beams, both of which can be

controlled. There was a weak optical trapping force in the third

direction on the scale of the laser spot size at the sample. The

parameters of the optical potential in this type of trap can be

rapidly altered.

Diffusion along the third axis was in the horizontal plane, so

density (mis)match32 did not require consideration. The viscos-

ity of the photocrosslinking solution was determined from the

one dimensional diffusion constant using the Stokes-Einstein

equation

D5kBT=ð6pgrÞ (2)

where g is the viscosity, T is the temperature (293 Kelvin in the

present case), and r is the radius of the tracer particle. In addi-

tion to impacting the diffusion constant, temperature can influ-

ence polymer degredation, termination, and autoacceleration.16

This approach makes the approximations that the fluid is New-

tonian and not viscoelastic.

EXPERIMENTAL

Solution Development

The crosslinking process used in these experiments was a sim-

plification of the one used by DiRamio et al.33 They used both

PEGDMA and monoalkene PEGMA polymers. PEG polymers

are crosslinked by irradiation of the alkene terminator, so we

used only bialkene PEGDMA with an average molecular weight

of 550. 1-Hydroxycyclohexyl phenyl ketone (1.17 g/mL) was

used as a photoinitiator. Both were obtained from Sigma-

Aldrich. Carboxylate modified polystyrene microspheres with a

diameter of 1.1 mm (2% solids), azide (2 mM), and water solu-

tion were obtained from Molecular Probes for use as a tracer.

To observe the evolution of the viscosity through imaging, a

low viscosity, transparent, selectively photocrosslinking solution

was developed. A 90% by volume PEGDMA/10% water/0.1%

photoinitiator/0.1% tracer solution was found to excessively

scatter light. The solution was subsequently diluted with water.

Optical quality thereby improved until separation of the water

and polymer onset at about 45% water (Figure 1).

For the photocrosslinking experiment, samples were prepared

by dissolving 10 mg of initiator in 700 mL of pure water, then

adding 800 lL of PEGDMA, and finally adding 5 nL of tracer.

The mixture was then sonicated for 5 min to improve homoge-

neity. This colloidal solution has good transparency, relatively

low viscosity (not distinguishable from water), is stable under

exposure to the 532 nm trapping laser (or room lighting), and

readily photocrosslinks into a hydrogel when exposed to 325

nm from the crosslinking laser.

Sample cells were made from two microscope cover slips which

sandwich a piece of 0.1 mm thick double sided sticky tape

which had been hole punched. The hole was filled with solu-

tion before the top cover slip was pressed down to seal the cell

(Figure 2).

Optics

Trapping. A diagram of the optical trapping and photocros-

slinking system is shown in Figure 3. The trap interferometer

Figure 1. Images of the solution with tracers and interference fringes from

the optical trap present. Water volume fractions are 10%, 18%, 25%,

31%, 36%, 40%, 44%, and 47% left to right and then top to bottom.

Image quality improves until the polymer and water begin to separate in

the final image. Each image is 15 mm wide.
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optics began with an intracavity doubled Nd:YVO4 532 nm, 300

mW continuous wave laser. The 532 nm beam was first sent

through a beam expander (L1, L2), which was adjustable

through translation of L2. This determined the overall size of

the optical lattice. The beam was split (BS) by a 50 : 50 nonpo-

larizing beam splitter. These beams were sent along two differ-

ent paths.

The top path is composed of three mirrors, two of which were

mounted on a translatable stage. Translating this stage changed

the length of the top path, which in turn changed the standing

wave ratio of the subsequent optical lattice due to the coherence

length of the laser. Fringe visibility was greatest when the path

lengths of the two beams were equal. The bottom path was just

composed of two mirrors.

Both beams were then directed onto a right angle mirror. The

reflected pair of parallel beams was sent into a 500 nm dichroic

shortpass filter which served as a beam combiner (BC). The 532

nm beams struck BC at a 45� angle and underwent 95% reflec-

tance into a fused silica 50 mm lens (L4); the beams arrived

symmetrically on each side of the lens’s axis. The beams were

subsequently focused together to form a standing wave interfer-

ence pattern in the sample (S).

The angle between the converging beams was adjustable by

translating the right angle mirror, which changed the distance

between the beams at L4. Typically, it was between 5� and 25�,

leading to interference fringe wavelengths between 5 mm and 1

mm. The optical trap confined the tracer spheres in two dimen-

sions over a large area with a radius of about 0.7 mm.

Crosslinking. The output of the 325 nm HeCd crossliking laser

passed through a variable attenuator and subsequently through

1 m fused silica lens which reduced the beam diameter (L3).

The beam was pulsed for 50 ms using an electrically controlled

shutter formed by fastening an extension to the arm of a con-

ventional electrical relay. Around 92% of the 325 nm beam’s

intensity was transmitted by BC at 45� incidence and was

focused into the optical trap by L4. The 325 nm beam power

was measured between L4 and S. The beam spot radius at the

sample was 0.1 mm, which was much larger than the tracer size

and much smaller than the trap area or sample area, allowing

for repeated crossliking experiments with a single sample simply

by translating the stage to expose unmodified solution.

Imaging. A 1003 0.9 NA microscope objective (L5) magnified

and recollimated the light which passed through the sample.

The sample and an interference pattern were imaged, after

attenuation (A) of the laser to reduce brightness, with a 30

frames per second CCD camera. Only the 532 nm laser light

was detected. 30 s videos of single tracers were recorded after

each laser pulse. An isolated particle in each video was tracked.

Examples of one dimensional random walks are shown in Fig-

ure 4. Ten trials were averaged to determine the viscosity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Previous studies conducted on the properties of photocros-

slinked PEGDMA found that as the percent water in the hydro-

gel increased, the hydrogel undergoes a polymerization induced

phase separation process.18,34 In this work, we observed similar

traits, as shown in Figure 1, with the phase separation process

Figure 2. Top view diagram of a sample cell. The trap and UV beams

enter the cell from the top. Differences in scale between features are

greatly understated for clarity.

Figure 3. Diagram of optical equipment for laser trapping and

crosslinking.

Figure 4. Examples of random walks of the tracer particle through solu-

tion with varying degrees of exposure to crosslinking ultraviolet radiation.

Unexposed solution shows the most particle mobility. Doubling the ultra-

violet dose produces a dramatic reduction in particle motion because vis-

cosity increases exponentially with dose.
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seen at �53% PEDGMA/47% water. The polymer solution

ratios described in the experimental selection were chosen to

ensure minimal viscosity to avoid excessive light scattering and

to ensure phase separation has not yet occurred. By making use

of an optical trap, the change in viscosity as a function of poly-

merization of the polymer solution was studied with the appro-

priate polymer/water ratio. For future studies, a lower

molecular weight base unit could be used to decrease the viscos-

ity while allowing for a higher polymer to water ratio.

The viscosity determined through particle tracking for two dif-

ferent laser powers is shown in Figure 5. Importantly, the vis-

cosity did not evolve between laser pulses. The measured

relationship between viscosity and fluence / was

g59310243e
/

33108Joules=m

� �
Pa3s (3)

Particle tracking and associated software allowed precise sub-

pixel measurements. The smallest value in this study was aboutffiffiffiffiffi
x2
p

510 nm, or 1/3 of a pixel. Imaging was assisted using an

optical trap to maintain tracers in the overall field of view with-

out limiting the local diffusion in one dimension.

CONCLUSIONS

A quantitative, rapid in situ measurement of the optorheological

thickening effect in low cost PEGDMA has been demonstrated. It

is observed that the viscosity increases under precisely controlled

laser pulsing. Unlike conventional rheological effects, viscosity is

manipulated from a distance in optorheological thickening. Parti-

cle tracking measurements of photopolymerization of acrylate

resins showed a sudden step in the mean squared particle dis-

placement as a function of dose, indicative of a sharp phase tran-

sition from liquid to a gel with essentially infinite viscosity. The

dose threshold depended on the solution composition and the

penetration of the radiation through the sample.8 In this experi-

ment, the viscosity change is gradual and dose controllable. The

simple rheological behavior could be surprising considering that

the transport of the crosslinking alkene terminators is inhibited

by higher viscosities.16 Unlike other rheological effects, such as

jamming and the electrorheological effect, the viscosity increase

does not reverse but remains stable. The fluid used was transpar-

ent and selectively thickened when illuminated with 325 nm, but

not when illuminated with visible light.

We note that the techniques developed may be of interest to the

polymer community more generally, beyond our demonstration

in a model hydrogel system. A readily implemented improve-

ment would be to shorten the time scales over which measure-

ments can be made by imaging bead fluctuations onto a four

quadrant photodiode where the wider bandwidths can lead to

much shorter times for determining the local viscosity.26 If suf-

ficiently short time scales are measured, viscoelasticity and non-

Newtonian flow could also be investigated.35
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